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CSR PuZhen, a leading Chinese rolling stock manufat urer, chooses “SEE 
Electrical Harness” for the design of electrical wi re harnesses. 
 
 
 
Nanjing, December 16th, 2008  – The IGE+XAO Group announces that CSR PuZhen has selected 
IGE+XAO’s SEE Electrical Harness software package for designing and maintaining electrical wire 
harnesses. CSR PuZhen (CSRPZ), a subsidiairy of China South Locomotive & Rolling Stock Corporation 
Limited, is a large-scale state-owned company, designing, manufacturing and maintaining passenger car 
used in railways, vehicles for city traffic, as well as main parts for multiple unit cars and fittings such as 
car axletree. 
 
SEE Electrical Harness is a Computer-Aided Design (CAD) package dedicated to the electrical 
harnesses design. It includes a complete management of signal, wires, cables and shielding. It also 
generates automatically various lists such as equipment list, wires list, cable list and list. 
 
SEE Electrical Harness allows CSRPZ to draw easily electrical schematics and wiring diagrams. With 
this software package, CSRPZ has been able to reduce the time spent on designing electrical wire 
harnesses. 
 
A key feature for CSR PuZhen was SEE Electrical Harness’s capacity to exchange data with the design 
software CATIA V5 – 3D through XML. This data exchange allows to determine harnesses section sizes 
and cable lengths. This ensures time saving and reduces the number of errors. 
 
“SEE Electrical Harness makes electrical design much more convenient and easier. It saves designers’ 
time from a lot of repetitive work. We believe that we have made a big step in working with modern 
electrical design methods. We are also now much more compliant with the electrical design field best 
practices and standards” declared Mr. Liang Shisong, Engineering Manager at CSR Puzhen. 
 
 
 
 
ABOUT THE IGE+XAO GROUP:  
For over 22 years, the IGE+XAO Group  has been a software publisher designing, producing, selling and 
ensuring the maintenance of a range of Computer-Aided Design (CAD) software. These Electrical CAD 
software applications have been designed to help manufacturers design and maintain the electrical 
section of any installation. IGE+XAO has built a complete range of Electrical CAD software applications 
designed for all industry fields. The IGE+XAO Group has over 350 employees spread out in 22 locations 
and 15 countries. With more than 56,000 licenses sold throughout the world, IGE+XAO is a reference in 
its domain. For more information, visit http://www.ige-xao.com 
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